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10 Steps to a Press Release 

Ray’s Power of the Press 

Ray Drasnin is a veteran public relations professional with more than three decades of agency 

experience and a strong entrepreneurial background. In 1989, Ray founded Drasnin Communications, a 

national public relations firm based in San Diego, and in 2002 launched Foundation Makers, a marketing 

firm targeting professional athletes. His highly awarded agency served Debbi Fields of Mrs. Fields 

Cookies, American Express, General Electric, Eisenhower Medical Center, Hang Ten, Ken Blanchard, DC 

Shoes and others. Ray’s entree to publicizing the equestrian world came in 2012, working with Scott and 

Carol Matton of Knollwood Farm. A frequent speaker at marketing seminars, universities, business 

groups and associations, he contributes by sharing his experiences with others to promote small 

business and entrepreneurship. 

1. Headline  

a. Grab the reader. 

b. Use action verbs and understandable language. 

c. Keep it simple. 

d. Make sure it’s interesting enough to tweet. 

e. Remember, reporters see dozens of these a day, so make sure it stands out. 

2. Sub-Head 

a. Sub-head adds more detail. 

b. This is another chance to entice the reader. 

3. Dateline 

a. Includes the city of origin, and the date of the release. 

4. Lead Sentence 

a. The hook should lead the reader towards the main objectives. Remember your call to 

action and key messages.  

b. This must be a compelling statement to keep the reader engaged. 



 
 

 
 

5. Offer a Tempting Quotable  

a. Include a quote that the reporter can use for context. 

b. Make sure it is clear and brings your details to life. 

c. Paint a picture for your key message. 

d. Pick only 1-2 spokespeople. 

e. Could be from: 

i. Key stakeholder 

ii. Project lead 

iii. Those impacted by your announcement 

iv. An expert in the industry 

6. Call to Action 

a. Make sure your objective is clear. What do you want to gain from this press release? 

How do you want people to react? Donate? Join? etc. 

b. Place this in the first or second paragraph – most readers won’t make it to the bottom 

of the first page.  

7. Make the "Who" and "What" Obvious  

a. Describe what your company does clearly and in plain English. 

b. Include a link to your company’s homepage early on. 

c. Make sure data is cited if referenced.  The more prominent the resource, the better. 

d. Make sure every name in the release has an associated title and company. 

e. Ask a third party to read the release. Make sure they understand the key messages and 

call to action. 

8. Body Copy 

a. Add dimension and readability, with quotes, bullet points and paragraph heads in bold 

text. Give the reader reasons to keep going.  

b. Bold font and provocative section heads draw readers’ eyes in, and build more 

attention. 

c. Consider how you prefer to receive information. 

9. Provide Valuable Background Information 



 
 

 
 

a. This is the last paragraph of the release. The reader already has all the vital details, so 

this can be concise and helpful. 

b. Offer details here that strengthen your narrative. This can be creative or noteworthy 

ways your company developed the project or announcement at hand.  

c. Here you can comment on future implications of your announcement.  

10. Boilerplate & Media Contact Info 

a. Establish the brand’s credentials and give journalists the about-the-company details 

they need for the story. 

b. Include an email address and phone number. 

c. We will provide the ASHA boilerplate. 


